
By Janice R. Edwards
The Bulletin

The speckled trout are finally 
showing up in the river this year. 
With all the fresh water coming 
down earlier in the year, the specks 
have been delaying their entrance 

– stacking up in the gulf and getting 
all muscled up before checking out 
river life. 

They are elusive caches of silver 
flashing at night in our dock light 
before they shout, “I’m hungry,” 
with an explosive firecracker pop 
at the water’s surface. They are a 
treasure of the San Bernard “bank,” 
and we’ve yet to make our usual 
withdrawal. 
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PLEASE 
TAKE ONE

WIN MONSTER JAM TICKETS
We are giving away four tickets ($128 value) to each 

winner, and we will select at least four winners to this 
exciting event on Saturday, Oct. 19, at NRG Stadium. 

Fill out the the coupon and mail it to us: The Bulletin, 
P.O. BOX 2426, Angleton TX 77516; Or, fax to 1-866-
844-5288; or email to john.bulletin@gmail.com. One 
entry coupon per person. 
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Thanks HGTV, 
for nothing
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Memories are made of this
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Have you seen 
any good movie 
trailers lately?

By John Toth
The Bulletin

Attention husbands: Do not 
encourage your wives to watch 
anything on HGTV that deals with 
renovating houses or buying or sell-
ing them. You’ll be sorry.

You can watch it all you want, 
because to men, these shows 
represent just information. They 
are entertaining, but it usually stops 
there. But to women, they represent 
all the things that are wrong with 
your nice, although a little outdated 
home, and you’ll never hear the end 
of it.

I’ll give you an example. There is 
nothing really all that wrong with our 
kitchen. It was good enough and big 
enough while raising a family. All of 
the sudden, after watching all those 
HGTV renovation shows, Sharon 
announced that the kitchen has 
become too small and too old.

“We need to knock out this wall 
if it’s not load-bearing,” Sharon 

Ramblings

Warning: Watching their 
renovation shows  may 

cost you dearly

Speckled trout
great to catch, 
cook and eat

Slap on the sunblock; beware gift shops – here we come!
By Jase Graves
Special to The Bulletin

For the past dozen summers, 
my family has made the drive of 
nine or more hours (depending on 
the number of putrid gas station 
restrooms we visit) from East 
Texas to Orange Beach, Alabama. 
This year, in addition to my wife 
and three daughters, I was accom-
panied by my mother, my in-laws 
and two of our nieces, so the drive 
basically took the entire month of 
July. 

Our reasons for repeatedly trav-
eling to Orange Beach are simple: 

it’s a relatively inexpensive vaca-
tion that keeps our children happily 
occupied for several days and 
allows us to avoid going to Disney 
World. Although I enjoy being with 
my family away from the hustle and 
bustle of work, school and boyfriend 

drama, one needs to accept the 
reality of the beach. 

People are always touting the 
beautiful sugar-white sand of The 
Emerald Coast. What they seem to 
have forgotten is that sand is really 
just dirt that’s had a bath. In fact, the 

bath water is teeming with millions 
of organisms, and none of them 
are housebroken. Why do you 
think it’s salty?

And then there’s the dreaded 
sunscreen ritual. Before we ever 
get the pleasure of frolicking 
around in the water and lodging 
enough sand in our crevices to 
accommodate a family of meer-
kats, we subject ourselves to 
enhanced sunscreen interrogation 
techniques, primarily performed 
by my wife. If sunscreen were 
paint, my wife would be Jackson 

(Continued on Page 6)

By Ernie Williamson
The Bulletin

This column has not been 
approved by the Motion Picture 
Association of America.

I don’t know about you folks, 
but I am fed up with the number 
of trailers I am subjected to before 
the featured movie starts. I took my 
granddaughters to see a movie and 

I yawned through eight trailers. Last 
week I endured another movie that 
had seven.

Between commercials and trailers, 
moviegoers can wait 20 - 25 minutes 
before show time. By that time I am 
ready for my second bag of popcorn 
and another trip to the men’s room.

Theater owners and movie studios 
are on opposite sides of the issue.

The View from My Seat

Summer notebook
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Hurricane Dorian takes center stage  
 • The National Hurricane Center 

assessed Dorian’s eye as being 
about 23 miles in diameter and well-
defined. 

• Hurricane Dorian originated in 
the Atlantic Ocean in late August. It 
made landfall on Sept. 1 at Elbow 
Cay, on the Abaco Islands in the 
Bahamas.

• On the day Dorian reached 
Category 5 intensity, peaking with 
one-minute sustained winds of 185 
mph (295 km/h) and a minimum 
central pressure of 910 millibars 
(26.87 inHg) while making landfall in 
Elbow Cay, Bahamas.

• The storm brought with it a 
surge — coastal flooding — of 18-
to-23 feet above normal tide. Dorian 
is estimated to be the second-most 
powerful hurricane ever recorded 
in the Atlantic Ocean, and ties the 
record for the most powerful storm 

to make landfall, according to the 
National Weather Service.

• There is currently no Category 
6 for hurricanes. Hurricanes are 
measured on the Saffir-Simpson 
scale, which classifies storms from 
weaker (Category 1) to stron-

ger (Category 5) based on their 
maximum sustained wind speeds. ... 
Some storms are also more intense, 
reaching wind speeds of over 200 
miles per hour.

• As the climate continues to 
warm, creating circumstances that 
lend themselves to ever-stronger 
hurricanes, 



tendons in their feet to hang upside 
down and catch some Z’s.
MOON-INSPIRED PHRASES
Q. Are you “moonstruck” by a 

full moon? Perhaps you can define 
these other moon-related terms: 
“superluminary,” “lunule,” “menis-
cus” and “blue moon”?

A. “Superluminary” draws 
from the Latin for “above” and 
“moon” and means “situated 
beyond the moon” or “celestial,” 
“exalted,” explains Anu Garg on his 
“wordsmith.org” website.  And did 
you know that “lunule” (LOON-yool) 
is “the crescent-shaped whitish 
area at the base of the fingernail” 
or “any crescent-shaped mark 
or object.”  Somewhat related 
is “meniscus,” from the Greek 
“meniskos” (crescent), diminutive 
of “mene” (moon). It has several 
definitions, including “something 
having a crescent shape” or “a thin 
cartilage disk between bones in a 
joint, such as in a knee or wrist.”

Finally, “once in a blue moon” 
means “rarely” or “not often.”  
Though a year typically has 12 
full moons, an extra full moon is 
called a “blue moon,” occurring on 
average every 2.7 years. When a 
full moon appears blue, it’s actually 
due to the smoke or dust particles 
from forest fires, volcanic erup-
tions, etc. The reason for the name 
is unknown, but, Garg suggests, 
“Perhaps the literal blue moon got 
conflated with the other extra full 
moon because both are unusual 
and don’t occur that often.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers 
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)
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Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
 NEWS OR NOT NEWS, THAT 

IS THE AI QUESTION
Q. “Eating bread crusts actually 

gives you curly hair,” the headline 
reads.  What?  That’s news to you.  
What’s that all about?

A. It’s actually fake news, cre-
ated by an Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
called Grover that can both write 
and detect fake news, says Donna 
Lu in “New Scientist” magazine.  
Created by Rowan Zellers and 
his colleagues at the University 
of Washington, Grover can write 
articles, adjusting the style to 
mimic pieces from particular time 
periods or on a specific website. 
When given a fake headline like 
“Eating bread crusts actually gives 
you curly hair,” “within seconds, 
Grover spits out articles complete 
with invented statistics and fake 
quotes, often from real experts or 
politicians.”

Then, Grover and three other 
AIs were given the task of distin-
guishing between 5,000 real news 
articles from human journalists 
and 5,000 fake ones generated 
by Grover. The verifier version 
of Grover could identify fake 
news 92% of the time, while the 
next-best AI achieved only 73% 
accuracy.

“In the future, major websites 
and platforms could run text-check-
ing AIs to filter for fake content 
before it is shared, in a similar 
way to how YouTube already uses 
algorithms to check for nudity and 
copyright infringement on uploaded 
videos, says Zellers.”

HANGING OUT WITH BATS
Q. Why do bats — those winged, 

flying mammals that tend to dwell 
in caves — sleep upside down?

A. “Because while bats can 
fly, they can’t take off,” explains 
Dan Lewis on his “Now I Know” 
website. Birds’ wings have long, 
feathered protrusions that can 
generate enough thrust to achieve 
liftoff. But bats’ wings “are basically 
large, webbed hands; the wings are 
composed of a skin-like membrane 
stretched across three jointed 
bones similar to fingers” (“Science 
Friday”). Once airborne, they can 
fly long distances and maneuver 
seamlessly.

So how do bats take off?  
Though their tiny, underdevel-
oped legs can’t push themselves 
forward, their claws enable them to 
climb high enough off the ground; 
then using gravity, they only have 
to drop a few feet and take to the 
skies. During the day, when they’re 
asleep and might otherwise be 
easy prey, bats use the specialized 
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I KNEW HE WAS A PIRATE, BUT HE SEEMED SO NICE: A 
lady from Downpatrick, Northern Ireland, who married the ghost of a 300-
year-old pirate, divorced him because, she said, he was ‘using’ her as an 
energy source. She said that she became ill and realized that, “Jack was 
basically an energy vampire.”

MAYBE IT WILL KNOCK SOME SENSE INTO HIM:  A woman 
on a packed American Airlines flight from Miami to Los Angeles smashed 
her boyfriend on the head with a laptop for “looking at other women.”

WHAT MAKES YOU THINK THAT STUFF’S MINE, OFFI-
CER?: A man, who rolled his car on Interstate 88 in Duanesburg, N.Y., 
got out of the vehicle, and stashed his bags of illegal narcotics behind 
nearby pine trees before the cops got there. Alas, he did this in front of 
witnesses, one of whom happened to be a state police investigator.

COULD YOU STOP MUMBLING, MA’AM?: A woman showed 
up for a meeting with her probation officer in North Vernon, Ind., wearing 
dentures she had stolen from someone else. A deputy said he noticed 
that the choppers were clearly not hers. They discovered that the pur-
loined teeth had the victim’s name printed on them.

BAIL MONEY? OH, I GOT BAIL MONEY!: A couple of hours 
after a woman was lucky enough to have won a $20,000 prize for a lot-
tery scratch-off ticket in Orlando, Fla., her luck came to an end when she 
was arrested on drug charges.

HEY, AT LEAST HE DIDN’T SAY, “I’LL BE BACK!”: A man 
who was carded but couldn’t produce an ID to buy liquor at a conve-
nience store in Hastings, Fla., kicked a “Wet Floor” sign into the glass 
door, shattering it, and stormed out.

MORNING, OFFICERS, IS THERE A PROBLEM?: A man 
scuffled with a burglar he discovered in the garage of his Holly Hill, Fla., 
home at 6 a.m. He pushed the guy to the ground, forcing him to flee. 
Alas, the burglar left behind the key to the Twi-Light Motel’s Room 9 
where he was staying. The cops showed up there soon after.

WELL, WHAT DO WE HAVE WE HERE? THE ICE KING?: A 
man was arrested with more than $200 million worth of the drug known 
as ice in his van after he crashed into a parked police car in Sydney, 
Australia. He was charged with possession of a large commercial drug 
supply, negligent driving and not giving particulars to police.

THOSE PEOPLE SURE KNOW HOW TO PARTY: A woman ran 
from a home in Orrington, Maine, at 5 a.m., after, she claims, a woman 
she had been partying with accused her of pulling her hair and punched 
her in the face. Before she was able to get away and call the cops, she 
said her attacker and two other men in the residence took items from 
her purse. The three then engaged in a 12-hour police standoff before 
surrendering.

IT’S GETTING HOT IN HERE. TAKE OFF ... : An undressed 
man walked into a café in Bennington, Vt., bought a cup of coffee, com-
mented to the clerk “about how hot it was,” and left. The clerk said, “He 
wasn’t being obnoxious or trying to get attention in any other way ...” 

Wright retires after more than 29 years at Brazosport College
After 29 years of dedicated 

service to Brazosport College, Kay 
Wright has announced her retire-
ment. Wright has been the school’s 
Director of Financial Aid since 2005.

Daniel Yárritu has been chosen 
as the College’s new Director of 
Financial Aid.

Wright joined Brazosport College 
as a part-time secretary for the Busi-
ness, Social Sciences and Physical 
Education Division in 1990. She 
briefly moved into a full-time role as 
a secretary to the Dean of Academic 
Education in 1998, before transition-
ing to the Human Resources/Payroll 
department, where she served as a 
Business Services Specialist for the 
next six years.

In 2005, she was named the 
Director of Financial Aid, a position 
she served until her retirement.

“I have made many great friends 
and memories here at Brazosport 
College,” Wright said. “It has been 
very rewarding to be able to serve 
our students and this community for 
the past 29 years.”

Taking over as the College’s new 
Director of Financial Aid, Yárritu has 
10 years of financial aid experience 
at university or community college 
levels.

Most recently, he was the 
Assistant Director of Student 
Financial Aid & Veterans Affairs at 
Laredo College, where he managed 
financial aid operations at the Fort 
McIntosh campus.

In the past, Yárritu has also 
managed financial aid offices at 
the University of Texas Rio Grande 
Valley and the University of Texas at 
Brownsville.

“I feel very honored to join the 
Brazosport College family,” Yárritu 

said. “I’m looking forward to serving 
our students and the community by 
facilitating their access to financial 
aid.”

Yárritu has a Bachelor of Busi-
ness Administration in Finance from 
University of Texas at Brownsville.
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But this bank holds many 
treasures from the past to the near 
future, and they’ll continue to make 
interest as long as we keep making 
deposits.

From the time Roy started to 
teach me to fish, I have kept a fish 
identification book with the dates 
posted on the different kinds of fish I 
caught. Roy and I have fished fresh-
water and saltwater (a lot of inshore, 
a little offshore). 

If any of you know me for more 
than 10 minutes, you probably know 
that my favorite way to fix fish is 
Amandine. The only reason I ever 

learned how to cook fish Amandine 
was the first bite of Mahi-Mahi 
(Dorado) Amandine I had in Hawaii. 
It was like a taste of heaven in my 
mouth. Before then, I thought the 
only way to cook fish was to fry it in 
cornmeal, but this Amandine was a 
whole different animal.

Since then, I have never forgotten 
the Dorado. Do you know that in the 
old days when Hawaii was ruled by 
royalty, that it was against the law 
for normal folks to eat Mahi-Mahi? If 
you were caught eating this wonder-
ful fish, you would be killed. That’s 
bad – but the taste of this fish is 
almost worth the risk! 

When I worked for Texaco, a 
friend who knew I liked to cook 
brought me a book entitled “Creole 
Gumbo and All That Jazz – A New 
Orleans Seafood Cookbook” by 
Howard Mitcham. It’s out of print 
now, but the recipes are from all the 
famous restaurants in New Orleans 
and some history as well. 

Since eating the Mahi Amandine, 
I had always wanted to know how to 
cook it. This cookbook had a recipe 
for Trout Amandine – and we had 
trout.  I thought it had to be hard 

since it was served in fancy res-
taurants, but all you need to make 
it are flour, milk, slivered almonds, 
butter, salt and pepper and lemon 
juice.

With the abundance of trout, I 
tried the recipe. I have never made 
my Trout Amandine for anyone 
who has not liked it and wanted the 
recipe, even people who don’t like 
fish. 

So, I’ll share it with all of you. Just 
remember, make sure you use real 
butter and fresh squeezed lemon 
juice, or you’ll wonder why anyone 
would bother making it at all. I 
especially like making it with lemons 
from my friend, Gloria’s, Myers 

lemon tree. Hmm – they are coming 
in season. Anyway, here’s the 
recipe, and I hope you enjoy it, too! 
(By the way, you can use this recipe 
with any light-tasting fish – not so 
good using fish with bloodlines.)

Speckled Trout Amandine
6 trout fillets
Milk
Flour (seasoned with salt and 

pepper to taste)
1⁄2 pound butter
Juice of 2 lemons
1⁄4 lb sliced almonds
Toast the almonds and set 

aside. Fillet three trout of about 2 
1⁄2 pounds each, dip the six fillets in 
cold milk, then in seasoned flour. 
Melt the butter in a large skillet 
and place the fish fillets in it. Cook 

at medium heat until brown, then 
flip them over and brown the other 
side. Don’t use a hot fry, which 
would destroy the delicate flavor 
of the fish. Remove the fish, place 
on warm serving plates and keep 
hot. Add lemon juice to the butter in 
the pan, stir and scrape the bottom 
and sides of the pan to release any 
browned particles, and immediately 
turn off the heat. Stir until the sauce 
thickens and turns light golden 
brown. Pour this sauce over the fish 
fillets, top with toasted almonds and 
serve immediately, piping hot. 

(Jan wants to hear from you. 
Write her in care of The Bulletin. 
Email: john.bulletin@gmail.com. 
Snail mail: The Bulletin, PO Box 
2426, Angleton TX, 77516.)

Even if you don’t like fish, you’ll love this Speckled Trout Amandine
(Continued from Page 1)
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Pollock. She applies it with such 
gusto and in such vast quantities 
that I’m pretty sure it’s contributing 
to climate change. Despite all of the 
whining, wailing and whimpering 
(mostly from the girls), she always 
manages to get us fully protected 
from the natural rays of the sun 
by coating us in a thick layer of 
synthetic chemicals. 

My consolation for putting up with 
the sunscreen and sand is that all 
of these activities are interrupted 
periodically by patronizing some 
of my favorite restaurants on the 
planet. Since I only visit these 
places once a year, I feel like I have 
to eat enough to make it last – and 
embarrass everyone at the table. 
Whether we dine at The Original 
Oyster House, Lartigue’s Seafood 
Market, or Lillian’s Pizza, it’s always 
a beautiful reunion memorialized 
with the maximum recommended 
dose of Pepto. 

After dinner, we usually visit one 
of about a thousand delightfully 
tacky souvenir shops lining the main 
drag along the beach – because no 
trip to the ocean would be complete 
without trying to decide between 
a shellacked puffer fish or a shark 
tooth necklace, all lovingly made 
in Taiwan. Actually, my daughters 
usually choose a memento that 
has nothing to do with the beach. 

One time we came home with a pig 
puppet that made an oinking noise, 
and this year’s purchases included 
a T-shirt emblazoned with a smiling 
llama. Ah, treasures from the ocean!

As night falls on the beach, 
we like to spend an hour or two 
tormenting the local wildlife, namely 
the native ghost crabs skittering 
along the shoreline. Equipped with 
flashlights and overpriced plastic 
critter nets, we flail around like 
spastic badminton players trying to 
capture as many crabs as possible. 
My main goal in this endeavor is to 
avoid getting wet or spraining an 
important appendage. Inevitably, 
though, I’m called upon to run into 
the surf to get “that big one” with the 
massive claws that can’t wait to test 
my resistance to cursing when I pick 

it up through the net. Once we have 
a bucket full of these weaponized 
cockroaches, we stand in a circle 
and perform the release ceremony, 
which results in lots of high-pitched 
squeals (mostly from the girls). 

The yearly trip to Orange Beach 
has become a special tradition for 
our family. In fact, I’m already feel-
ing the longing to head back east 
and make more precious memo-
ries with my wife, daughters and 
steamed shrimp. Until then, I can 
always get out my pig puppet and 
wear my llama T-shirt to remind me 
of the ocean. 

   Copyright 2019 Jase Graves
Graves is an award-winning humor 

columnist from East Texas.Contact 
Graves at susanjase@sbcglobal. 
net. 

What good is an oceanside vacation without a pig puppet?
(Continued from Page 1)
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announced. I could tell right away 
that she had been watching another 
show in which renovations are com-
pleted in 30 or 60 minutes, minus 
the time for commercials.

They knock out walls like it’s no 
big deal on those shows. Everybody 
grabs a sledgehammer and attacks 
the drywall, and it looks like so 
much fun.

I don’t care if the wall is load-
bearing or not. I like the wall, and 
it’s not going anywhere. The kitchen 
and dining room are just fine, 
although over the years they have 
developed a few aesthetic imperfec-
tions at places and could use a little 
improvement. 

These jobs are not easy, I replied. 
They take a long time, cause many 
inconveniences and are expensive. 
I can do it over time just as well. 
After all, I did renovate the guest 
bathroom.

I have repainted room walls 
also and discovered that there are 
different kinds of white paint. Who 
knew? To me, white is white. But to 
the people who make and sell white 
paint, white can mean many things. 
But the walls are painted and look 
good.

It just takes me a little time. I have 
to get in the mood to rip apart a 
room and then put it back together.

“If we don’t renovate this house, 
we need to look for a new one,” 
Sharon announced.

That came straight out of “Love it 
or List it,” an HGTV show in which 
one spouse wants to renovate the 
house, and the other wants to buy 
a new one. So, they explore both, 
and at the end, we find out if the 
homeowners decide to “love it or 
list it.”

It remains one of my favorites, 
even after I found out that it is all 
planned out.

Hilary is in charge of renovations, 
and David is in charge of looking for 
a new home for the featured couple 
to buy. There are many pitfalls on 
both ends and lots of drama caused 
by unanticipated complications 
that cut into the renovation budget 
and threaten to blow up the whole 
project.

But at the end, the renovated 
home looks beautiful, mostly 
because HGTV spent thousands of 
dollars staging it, and David finds 
a home nearby that is hard to pass 
up.

The problem is that it is not real.
The two Canadian hosts have 

very little to do with the renovation 
process. They’re just actors. 

Most families on this show never 
truly consider moving out of their 
homes. The arguments between 

couples are scripted. And, many 
of those alternative houses the 
couples explore aren’t even for sale, 
according to definition.org, where I 
found all this great information on 
these shows.

While we’re on the subject, I 
really like “House Hunters,” even 
though the whole show is also fake. 
By the time the families are filming 
their episode, they have already 
purchased a house. The houses 
they’re looking at are often not even 
for sale, and the massive budgets 
being discussed are invented by 
producers.

That explains how a man who 
works as a part-time pizza delivery 
technician and a woman who volun-
teers at her local library can afford a 
$1.4 million budget to buy a house. 
I’m exaggerating, but not by much.

“Property Brothers” is another 
HGTV show that is faked – because 
the searches for homes are all 
devised. The homeowners already 
have the house under contract 
before even qualifying for the show. 
The scenes in which they look 
for houses to buy and have them 
renovated by Jonathan and Drew 
Scott are fake.

As are Jonathan and Drew, who 
have a background in real estate, 
but in the show they smile for the 
cameras and act out a script. I still 

like the show, although they make 
the messy renovations look too 
easy – perhaps because they don’t 
do any of it – contractors do. That’s 
show biz.

I don’t mind that these “reality” 

shows are distorting reality, but they 
should put a warning label at the 
beginning that states: “This show is 
for entertainment purposes only, not 
a call to action.” It would make my 
life a little easier.

HGTV’s home renovation shows are not all that real and could present a danger to your wallet
(Continued from Page 1)
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TEXAS RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL

Allow 
us to 
treat 
you to 
the ...
The Bulletin wants some of our readers to travel back in time at the Texas Renaissance Festival. Once again, 

we’re giving away tickets to several Bulletin readers. The lucky winners will receive a pair of tickets each, good 
for one day during either opening weekend or the second weekend of the event in Oct. Fill out the form below 
to enter. Mail it to The Bulletin, P.O. Box 2426, Angleton, TX 77516; or fax it to 1-866-844-5288; or email it to 
john.bulletin@gmail.com. One entry per person, please. Please write clearly. Tickets will be mailed to winners.

NAME______________________________________________(PHONE)__________________________

ADDRESS____________________________________________________________________________

CITY__________________________________________________(ZIP)___________________________

Why do you want to go?__________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Program explores history of County Museum building
From segregated health clinic to 

public library, the 23rd District Court-
house has served many purposes 
throughout its 122-year history. 

Built in September 1897, the 
building now houses the Brazoria 
County Historical Museum and 
is known to be the oldest public 
building still in existence in Brazoria 
County.

Learn more as Chris Hutson, 
Architect of Hutson Gallagher, Inc., 
discusses the evolving history and 
architecture of the building Thurs-
day, Sept. 19, at 6:30 p.m. 

Hutson has over 30 years of 
experience working on historic 
structures in Texas and the Gulf 
Coast region, including the Texas 
Governor’s Mansion and the Alamo. 
Since 2010, Hutson has helped 
guide the subsequent stabilization 
and restoration of the 1897 Brazoria 
County Historical Museum building.  

The presentation by Chris Hutson 
is free and open to the public. The 
Museum is located at 100 E. Cedar 

in Angleton. For more information, 
follow the Museum on Facebook or 
call (979) 864-1208.

The Chapter DA of the P.E.O. International recently met at the 
Lake Jackson Historical Museum. The hostesses for the evening 
were Susan Buell, Barbara Sloan, Donna Jablecki and Wilda Patton. 
The program was presented by Ziad Qureshi, assistant professor of 
Architecture and Design at the University of Houston. Pictured left to 
right are Susan Buell, Ziad Qureshi and Wilda Patton.

Local chapter of P.E.O. International 
meets at LJ Museum
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Please let our advertisers know that you saw their ad in 
The Bulletin

Brazoria County Library System

Try us out for a month, and you’ll agree that 
advertising in The Bulletin is good for your 

business. Call (979) 849-5407.NEXT CLASS SEPT. 21
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How to file complaints about bad fuel
AUSTIN – As of Sept. 1, Texans wanting to file a complaint about fuel 

quantity, fuel pump measurement or skimmers can contact the Texas Depart-
ment of Licensing and Regulation (TDLR) online at www.tdlr.texas.gov/
complaints.

Senate Bill 2119 in the 86th Legislature transferred responsibility for the 
Motor Fuel program to TDLR from the Texas Department of Agriculture 
(TDA). TDLR will use its regulatory authority to protect Texas consumers and 
to investigate motor fuels quantity and pricing complaints.

The agency will refer fuel quality complaints to the Office of the Attorney 
General for possible Deceptive Trade Practices Act enforcement.

Fuel spill reporting will remain with the Texas Commission on Environmen-
tal Quality.

“The Texas Legislature has entrusted TDLR with the responsibility of 
protecting Texas consumers at the pump, just as we protect Texans who ride 
an elevator or escalator, use a boiler or hire an electrician, water well driller 
or air conditioner contractor,” said Brian E. Francis, TDLR Executive Director. 

Under the interagency contract signed by the TDA and TDLR on August 
29, the TDA will continue to handle registration of motor fuel distributors, 
wholesalers, jobbers, suppliers and registered service technicians on behalf 
of TDLR, which will pay TDA a fee for its services.

“We have worked closely with Commissioner Sid Miller and his talented 
team to make sure that the transfer of the program to TDLR goes as 
smoothly as possible and to ensure that Texas consumers are protected as 
strongly as possible,” Francis said. 
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The National Association of 
Theater Owners (yes, NATO) 
agrees with me. The organization 
has heard so many complaints 
about trailers that it has tried to 
shorten the time for trailers by 
limiting each trailer to 2 minutes.

Theater owners also worry that 
trailers are hurting attendance by 
giving away the plots and reveal-
ing the best parts of a movie.  
AdWeek revealed that trailers 
for “The Amazing Spider Man” 
showed 18 percent or 25 minutes 
of the film in its marketing.

The problem is so bad that 
the French have banned putting 
anything in trailers from the last 
15 minutes of a movie. 

Movie studios, in contrast, want 
more trailers and fewer restrictions. 
They have leverage.  Studios will 
threaten to hold back a popcorn 
movie, such as a “Harry Potter” 
or “Star Wars” sequel, unless a 
theater chain agrees to play a full 
reel of the studio’s trailers.

I used to look forward to the 
coming attractions. It was fun 
looking at my wife and exchang-
ing thoughts on whether we 
should plan on seeing the upcom-

ing movie. Now she looks at me, 
and I am dozing off. 

Up until the 1950s, there were 
usually only 2 or 3 trailers before 
a movie, and all trailers were 
produced by the National Screen 
Service, a company formed in 
1920 to produce and distribute 
trailers on behalf of the studios.

Those trailers featured bold 
type, stuffy narrative and didn’t 
reveal much of the plot. When 
you think of a classic, old-school 
trailer, you’re thinking of an NSS 
trailer. 

Things started to change in 
the early 1960s. Trailers became 
an art form, and directors got 
involved.

Alfred Hitchcock’s “Psycho” 
trailer lasted almost seven min-
utes and offered a personal tour 
of the Bates Motel. The script was 
written by the same man who 
wrote the monologues in “Alfred 
Hitchcock Presents” and the 
“Alfred Hitchcock Hour.”

The trailer deliberately mis-
directs the audience. Even the 
“blonde” in the show who screams 
at the end isn’t Janet Leigh … it is 
Vera Miles in a wig. 

There was classic captioning at 

the end:
Caption:  The picture you MUST 

see from the beginning …
Caption:  Or not at all! ... for no 

one will be seated after the start 
of …

Caption:  Alfred Hitchcock’s 
Greatest Shocker.  “Psycho”

The release of blockbusters in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s 
brought trailers that were cut like 
mini-movies. They were bombas-
tic and told you everything you 
needed to know about all the best 
parts of the film. 

What makes sitting through the 
trailers even worse nowadays 
is that serious moviegoers have 
already seen many of them on the 
Internet or television. There are 
websites devoted to trailers and 
movie reviews written just off the 
trailers. Trailers for “50 Shades of 
Grey” had 93 million views on You-
Tube, although I doubt the quality 
of the movie was the attraction. 

The way the industry is head-
ing, don’t be surprised if, coming 
soon to a theater near you, there 
are trailers that have won Oscars.

(Ernie Williamson welcomes 
reader input. Please contact Ernie 
at williamsonernie@gmail.com)

Movie trailers are in abundance, and they tell too much
(Continued from Page 1)
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who will come to Him. He under-
stands feelings of despair. Such 
experiences lead to feeling worth-
less, as though no one cares, but 
we must not let society tell us that 
because the Bibles tells us the 
opposite. “Casting all your care 
upon (Jesus), for He cares for you” 
(1 Peter 5:7).

Praying to God indicates a knowl-
edge of His power, of His interest 
in our lives. Throughout Scripture, 
He has given us examples that 
when people pray and seek Him, He 
listens and answers (Jeremiah 29:
11-13). 

In seeking Him in all things, He 
will guide and direct us in the way 
we should go – and it will never be 

(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/o 
Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic 
Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, 
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877) 2-
GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the 
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association: 
www.billygraham.org.)

God will not help you with suicide
Based on the writings of the Rev. Billy Graham

Tribune Media Services 

Q: I want to be happy but after 
a dysfunctional childhood and an 
abusive marriage, I have been 
praying that God would take my 
life. Is that wrong? No one would 
really care or even miss me. 
- S.W.

A: God alone is the Giver of life, 
and it is dangerous to take life into 
our own hands. Such thoughts are 
not from God but from Satan. The 
Bible says, “(Satan) comes only to 
steal and kill and destroy. I came 
that they may have life and have it 
abundantly” (John 10:10, ESV).

Growing up in difficult circum-
stances, particularly in abusive 
relationships, leaves scars, but 
God has better plans for those 

$3.70, according to a survey com-
missioned by Delta Dental.

Which is certainly good news if 
you’re an 8-year-old or a hockey 
player.

Smoke signals
Juan Carlos Saez of Chile — the 

world’s 1,082nd-ranked tennis 
player — has been banned eight 
years for match-fixing.

Officials figured something was 
amiss when he started using a 
racket with no strings in it.

Doing a full 360
Reece Hampton of the Class A 

Lakeland (Fla.) Flying Tigers bunted 
for a Little League home run when 
the catcher’s throw sailed down the 
right-field line and the ball didn’t get 
returned in time — the decisive run 
in a 2-1 win.

No word on whether the Tigers 
got taken out to a fast food restau-
rant for postgame treats.

SPORTS STORIES YOU MAY HAVE MISSED
By Dwight Perry
The Seattle Times (TNS)

SIDELINE CHATTER

No trophy for him? Oh, man
This year’s Green Lakes Endur-

ance Run 50K in Fayetteville, N.Y., 
found itself in an embarrassing spot 
when it came time to hand out its 
two awards — for top finisher and 
top female finisher — after Ellie Pell, 
27, outran everybody to win it by 
nearly 8 minutes.

“I felt bad that the first-place man 
didn’t have one,” she told Runner’s 
World, “so I tried to convince them 
to blot out the ‘fe’ on ‘female,’ but 
they said to just keep both trophies.”

4,800 furlongs, so what?
Bob Long, 70, of Boise, Idaho, 

rode more than two dozen semi-
feral horses over 12 days en route 
to capturing the 600-mile Mongol 
Derby across the Mongolian Steppe.

Even more amazing, he only 
had to pit three times for right-side 

horseshoes.
Bowling for dollars

The Sun Bowl’s new name spon-
sor? Frosted Flakes.

Apparently Kellogg’s No. 1 choice 
— the Rose Bowl — refused to be 
called the Grrreat Granddaddy of 
Them All.

Golf quiz
Q: Why did John Daly leave the 

driving range to go to the pizza 
parlor?

A: He wanted to work on his 
slices.

Three-and-in
A pride of lions ate three poach-

ers who broke into a South African 
game reserve to hunt rhinoceroses, 
Newsweek reported.

This partial score just in: Lions 3, 
Raiders 0.

Tooth and consequences
The “fair-price” payout by the 

Tooth Fairy has skyrocketed to 

suicide.
We all need Christian friends 

and fellowship, and getting 
involved in a local Bible-believing 
church enhances our lives and 
exhibits the love Christ has for the 
world. 

Knowing that God cares - and 
that His people care - makes all 
the difference in the world. God 
is sending forth His message of 
love, but we must tune in. We 
must be willing to listen and to 
receive His message and then to 
obey it.

Let us help you with all your marketing needs
Let’s talk. Call (979) 849-5407

At a recent Brazoria Lions Club regular meeting, Erin Heath thanked 
the club for sponsoring her for this year’s Lions Diabetic Camp. She 
explained the fun she had, the friends she made and the things she 
learned about diabetes. Because of the camp, she realized she was 
no longer alone fighting it. She brought a box of diabetic cookies for 
the club as a sweet “thank you.” The Brazoria Lions Club meets the 
second and fourth Mondays of each month. For more information on the 
Brazoria Lions Club, call (979) 798-4444.

Brazoria Lions send teen to diabetic camp
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the week ahead, make the most 
of it. Attend a sporting event or 
participate in one. Collaborating with 
others could put extra dollars in your 
piggy bank.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): 
Now is the time to be confident and 
assertive. You could start the week 
filled with immense drive and initia-
tive that could help you overcome 
an inclination to be bashful about 
asking for what you need or want. 
Believe in yourself, and things will 
start going your way.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Fill 
the glasses to the brim and fire up 
the barbecue. Enjoy your day with 
family and friends, but be ready 
for a few extra people. An orga-
nized approach makes things run 
smoothly. Make burgers and hot 
dogs. They’re easier.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Just be your best self. You don’t 
need to try to be someone you are 
not to make a great impression on 
new acquaintances this week or 
to mesmerize a special romantic 
partner

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 

   Bulletin  Horoscope
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Fuel 
up so that you can get a great deal 
of work accomplished today. There 
are numerous tasks on your to-do 
list, but don’t worry: There should be 
some spare time to complete them 
as the week unfolds.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Put 
on your party hat and sunglasses. 
It won’t take much effort to have a 
great time in social settings or to 
tantalize a romantic partner. Your 
week ahead may be filled with 
entertaining moments.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): 
Write your own narrative. In the 
upcoming week, take charge of 
conversations and funnel them into 
more appropriate channels. Share 
ideas and strike a chord with like-
minded companions.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You 
may receive the go-ahead to pursue 
your most important goals in the 
week ahead. An unexpected phone 
call might bring you a crucial piece 
of information that will save you time 
or trouble.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): If there 
is a holiday or an extra day off in 

Jumbles: CROON  PILOT  BOTHER  FABRIC
Answer: Before Pete Rose took over as the all-time hit leader, he had to -- “TIE” COBB

21): Your heart is in the right place, 
but enthusiasm for social activities 
at any cost could cause you to go 
overboard in the early part of the 
week. Count every dollar before you 
spend it. Slow yourself down. Enjoy 
the little things in life.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 
19): While attending to immediate 
needs, some basic housework and 
minor repairs may have gone unat-
tended. If you have an extra day off 
this week, spend some time clean-
ing and beautifying your space while 
you can to create a little more Zen.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
If you have it, flaunt it. You may 
have a sudden desire to share the 
best of everything and show off your 
comfortable surroundings. Embrace 
opportunities to entertain guests in 
the week ahead.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Avoid confrontations, particularly 
when it comes to headline news. A 
cool head, calm demeanor and your 
ability to read the situation and go 
with the flow will serve you well. Pay 
attention to how others in the room 
interact.

  History of the World On This Day
SEPTEMBER 10

1608 - John Smith was elected 
president of the Jamestown, VA 
colony council.

1846 - Elias Howe received a 
patent for his sewing machine. 

1897 - British police arrest 
George Smith for drunken driving. It 
was the first DWI. 

SEPTEMBER 11
1609 - Explorer Henry Hudson 

sailed into New York harbor and 
discovered Manhattan Island and 
the Hudson River. 

1777 - American forces, under 
General George Washington, were 
forced to retreat at the Battle of 
Brandywine Creek by British forces 
under William Howe. The Stars and 
Stripes (American flag) were carried 
for the first time in the battle. 

SEPTEMBER 12
1873 - The first practical type-

writer was sold to customers. 
1916 - Adelina and August Van 

Buren finished the first successful 
transcontinental motorcycle tour to 

be attempted by two women. They 
started in New York City on July 5, 
1916. 

SEPTEMBER 13
1789 - The United States Gov-

ernment took out its first loan. 
1922 - In El Azizia, Libya, the 

highest shade temperature was 
recorded at 136.4 degrees Fahr-
enheit. 

1935 - Aviator Howard Hughes, 
Jr., of Houston, set a new airspeed 
record of 352 mph with his H-1 
airplane (Winged Bullet).

SEPTEMBER 14
1812 - Moscow was set on fire by 

Russians after Napoleon Bonapar-
te’s troops invaded.

1814 - Francis Scott Key wrote 
the “Star-Spangled Banner,” a 
poem originally known as “Defense 
of Fort McHenry,” after witnessing 
the British bombardment of Fort 
McHenry, MD, during the War of 
1812. The song became the official 
U.S. national anthem on March 3, 
1931. 

SEPTEMBER 15
1776 - British forces occupied 

New York City during the American 
Revolution. 

1857 - Timothy Alder earned a 
patent for the typesetting machine.

1883 - The University of Texas at 
Austin opened. 

1928 - Alexander Fleming discov-
ered the antibiotic penicillin in the 
mold Penicillium notatum. 

SEPTEMBER 16
1620 - The Mayflower departed 

from Plymouth, England. The ship 
arrived at Provincetown, MA, on 
November 21st and then at Plym-
outh, MA, on December 26th. There 
were 102 passengers onboard. 

1630 - The village of Shawmut 
changed its name to Boston.

1908 - General Motors was 
founded by William Crapo “Billy” 
Durant. The company was formed 
by merging the Buick and Olds car 
companies.

1924 - Jim Bottomley knocked in 
12 runs in a single game.
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ANIMAL CRACKERS                                                                                                                          By Fred Wagner

BROOM HILDA                                                                                                                                   By Russel Myers

THE MIDDLETONS                                                                                        By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

MR. MORRIS                                                                                                                                         By Rick Brooks

CHARMY’S ARMY                                                                                                                               By Davey Jones
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Solutions on the right side of this page

Complete the grid so each row, column 
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solutions

ACROSS
1 With 66-Across, small crisp bread
6 Gush forth
10 Australian gem
14 Mountains between Europe and 
Asia
15 Singer Guthrie
16 Bring on board, workwise
17 Enjoy to the max
18 Mug for the camera
20 Govt. assistance program

21 “Holy smokes!”
22 Hot spot
23 Pitch in
27 Battery post
29 Aggressive poker words
30 Some iTunes downloads, briefly
32 Queen __
33 Road problem needing patching
36 Catcher’s protection
37 Do the slightest thing
39 Aware of

41 Voice of Carl Fredricksen in “Up”
42 “What’s up, __?”
43 iPhone, e.g., briefly
44 HOW THIS IS TYPED
48 Shoulder wrap
50 What the winning quarterback 
may do as time runs out
53 Contemptible sort
55 Prosecutors, for short
56 Seine season
57 Theatrical “Good luck!”
59 “Really, bro?!”
61 Was sorry for
62 Grand soirŽe
63 Super Bowl party bowlful
64 Chianti and cabernet
65 Paradise
66 See 1-Across

DOWN
1 Granola kin
2 Error remover
3 Rita Moreno or Gloria Estefan
4 __-ray Disc
5 Snake that bit Cleopatra
6 South Pacific island nation
7 Shrimp kin
8 Fraternal club member
9 Misfortunes
10 “Terrific ... not!”
11 Lounge with keyboard music
12 Video game spots
13 Dixie general
19 Remote batteries
21 Stimulated, as one’s appetite
24 Scoop up, as salsa with a chip
25 Starting on
26 Meat markets
28 Cry of fright
31 Cents
34 Attacked
35 All __ sudden
36 Pfizer rival
37 Plant that is poisonous to 
livestock
38 Rowlands of “The Notebook”
39 Crooks may have fake ones
40 “You lie!”
43 Company car, e.g.
45 Lack of vim and vigor
46 Colorful flower parts
47 “Caught that movie last week”
49 Detectives follow them
51 Singer with the albums “19,” “21” 
and “25”
52 Sotomayor colleague
54 Senate aide
57 “I’m freezing!”
58 Young fellow
59 Fake it
60 “__ goes there?”
(c) 2019 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.

In memory of Greg Wilkinson

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week
LILY  IRIS  ROSE  TULIP  LILAC  PANSY  ORCHID  AZALEA



More tips on saving money while keeping your cool
By Cindy Dampier
Chicago Tribune (TNS)

Be smart about the thermo-
stat. The Natural Resources 
Defense Council (NRDC) 
recommends a programmable 
thermostat, so that you can 
easily set central air condition-
ing higher when you’re not 
home, but have it work to lower 
the temperature before you get 
back. 

It’s O.K. to crank up the air 
conditioning when you are 
home, but when you aren’t 

going to be there, select a set 
point around 78 degrees. 

Window-unit air conditioners 
should be turned off when you’re 
not at home, with one exception: 
Make sure your pets can stay 
cool. Leave one window unit on 
so that pets don’t overheat.

This is particularly important if 
you live on the top floor of a build-
ing, as top floors can get particu-
larly hot during the day. When 
you get home turn the room air 
conditioners on, close the doors 
and your room should cool off 

pretty quickly.
Keep the sun out. Heat gain 

from sunshine pouring through 
your windows can have a huge 
impact on indoor temperatures. 
You want to pull the blinds down 
and close curtains during hot 
summer days when the sun is out 
to minimize the heat entering your 
house through the windows.

Later in the day and early 
mornings, you can keep them 
open and enjoy the light and 
view.”

Check the details. “Another 
no-brainer is to check and 
replace, as needed, the filter on 
your AC. That way, you aren’t 
making your equipment work 
harder than it needs to, and you 
will also have a lower energy bill.

 Other ways to make it easy on 
an air conditioner that’s working 
overtime: Use the bathroom fan to 
remove humidity after a shower; 
don’t add heat by blow-drying 
your hair; use the stove for cook-
ing, not the oven; and change out 
any remaining incandescent or 
halogen light bulbs with LEDs.

Keep your garden fresh in September
By Jessica Damiano
Newsday (TNS)

The harvest is slowing, and the 
annuals are fading, but we garden-
ers can’t rest quite yet (when do we 
ever?) It’s time to prepare for the 
change in seasons

• Now is the best time to rejuve-
nate or reseed the lawn.

• Fertilize established lawns (not 
new ones) one last time for the year. 
Use a slow-release product for best 
results.

• Divide and transplant overgrown 
peonies.

• Sow lettuce, arugula, mustard 
green, collard, kale, spinach and 
Asian green seeds directly into the 
garden for a fall harvest.

• Plant (unpeeled) garlic cloves, 
pointy ends up, 2 inches deep and 3 
to 6 inches apart in full sun. They’ll 
come up in spring.

• Don’t let weeds go to seed! Pull 
them now — by their roots — and 
dispose in the trash.

• Take 2- to 6-inch cuttings of 
coleus and begonias (just below 
a node), place indoors in a glass 
of water (change daily) until roots 
sprout, then plant in soil in a pot and 
grow by a window until spring.

• Pick late-summer blooms from 
the cutting garden for a gift.

• Inspect evergreens (especially 
dwarf Alberta spruce) for spider 
mites. If found, blast them with 
hose water and repeat every week 
this month.

• Remove faded annuals and 
perennials. Not only does a tidy 
garden look better, it discourages 
pests and diseases from settling.

• Place final orders for spring 
bulbs for planting next month.

• Harvest grapes!
• Bring in tender pond plants 

and keep them moist near a sunny 
window until spring.

• Divide and transplant spring 
bloomers, like lily of the valley, 
perennial phlox and Dutch iris.

• Don’t prune spring-flowering 
shrubs now, or you’ll remove buds, 
and they’ll flowerless next year.

• If tomato plants are still 
producing flowers, remove them 
so the plant can divert energy to 
ripening fruit.

• If the innermost needles of 
evergreens are turning brown and 
dropping, relax. It’s normal for this 
time of year.

• Cut down basil and parsley, 
remove leaves, rinse and dry in 
a single layer on paper towels 
.overnight, then freeze in zippered 
bags.
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